
Dear Parents 

Just to keep you all up to date of what to expect for this exciting Summer Term. As I am sure you 

will know we are learning about Dinosaurs, this is part of our “Dig, Dig, Dig” topic or “How do we 

know about long ago”. We will have a mini topic about ourselves, our bones, healthy living and then 

mini topics on Shipley, shelters, old toys, Grandparents, growing up! 

The new Home Learning sheet went out last week; these are the activities for the term. You can 

choose to do just one or as many as you would like. Some will just be photographic evidence of an 

event, if you take a photo you can email it to the office at school straight from your phone, if that 

helps. 

There are a few changes to the timetable which involve different clothing. The children will now be 

doing Outside PE on a Monday (team games, athletics), gymnastics on Tuesday afternoons so will 

need their PE Kit in school. This term it is a good idea to always have the PE kit in school then we 

can take advantage of the nicer weather. Please check your child has trainers that fit (that also 

goes for wellies, which are still needed).  

We are changing Forest School day to a Friday afternoon for the rest of this half term; this fits in 

with us and gives more parents the opportunity to offer to help us. Please sign up on the list outside 

if you think you could come along. 

Future events to look out for and come and help if you are around – some will be in the later part of 

the summer term dates to be confirmed. 

Trip to Knepp 

Community event, chatting and eating cake. 

Grandparents day – we are hoping there may be some older relations that would be willing to come in 

and chat to the children about their own childhood and school days. 

This is also the time of year when we invite next year’s intake to come for some visits, I am sure 

you can remember your visits last year. If there is anything you think we missed or you wish you had 

known about sooner, please come and have a chat. 

We have been taken by surprise by this lovely weather, please remember to cover your child with 

sunscreen and send them to school with a water bottle and a hat – but also a coat – it is Britain! 

Mrs Sue Merry 

Willows Class Teacher 

 


